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For more info write to Hamilton Video/Film Makers
9 Woodbridge Rd, Hamilton, ON L8K 3C6

Happy 2016 to all our members. We now
have true winter with all the cold and snow.
Brrr Brrr Brrr!!!
Nathan Brooks took a swing at being the MC
for tonight. Paula Cutulle also assisted. Great
going Nathan and Paula!!!

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

We took time out to do a vote to elect
members to the executive committee.
Paul Bentley, Nathan Brooks and Jim Small
spoke on their own behalf, and the ballots
were filled out by the members.
We also had a photographer from the
newspaper Snap’d
GENERAL FILMS:
Blood Moon by George Gerula (14 Minutes)
George regaled us with a long version of
the filming of the lunar eclipse. He led us
through the different aspects of the eclipse as
it goes through the stages. Bands of clouds
obscure the light aspects of the eclipse.

My Christmas Present by Miro Kantarsky
(9.5 min)
Miro tells us he received a GoPro for Christmas so he thought he’d try it out He was
taking shots of the Christmas party and then
the video merged into film of driving through
the evening. At home, we see him in his
studio talking about what he likes to do. We
now see him moving out of his driveway,
cruising around the neighborhood, and then
onto the highway using two GoPros as he
drives along the peaceful countryside. He
mentions deep reflections of what our
cameras mean to us; reveals about us, and
what we show about ourselves to others.
Camping by Jack Simpson (10 min)
Camp Tanamakoon sits on a beautiful lake.
The visitors are taken over to the camp via a
barge. We see people relaxing on the various
docks and enjoying the sun. People on the
boat introduced themselves to each other and
find common ground. We see the boat
travel between the buoys and through the
small islands.
When they arrived, everyone chose their
cabins and enjoyed the tour of the camp;
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taking pictures of all the interesting aspects of
the center. There are many things to do like
horseback riding, woodworking and all sorts
of crafts.
Dinner was very noisy and enjoyable and the
meal was very good and plentiful.

COFFEE BREAK:
At this point in time, we had our coffee
break.. The conversation, as usual, was very
interesting and lots of chatter. The 50/50
draw was won by Carolyn Briggs.
Congratulations Carolyn!
Sector 13 by Ray Bayliss (13.5 min)
As the video opens, as we see a space station
surrounded by the beautiful vision of space.
One space liner is hovering in the area. The
camera closes in on a section of the space
station where we see two men talking about
another meeting being planned The next day
they meet to have breakfast and we are shown
a bit of the futuristic things that go on in a
modern restaurant.. While they are waiting
for their meal they talk about a conspiracy
theory and how it will come about.
Just after the war ended, a ship that was
destined to be a warship was converted into a
luxury liner. The ship gets on its way and one
of the men watches it out one of the windows
wishing it a good trip. Soon afterwards the
man that was left on the station is killed by a
rogue alien assassin.
The ship is now traveling through an
asteroid belt when the Captain receives a
message telling him that Bill was murdered.

He leaves the asteroid belt. Shortly he is told
that they are being followed by two unknown
ships. Condition red is initiated and soon
they are being fired upon. The ships are soon
identified as Malaxian vessels and one deliberately crashes into the ship. The second one
flies away. This video ends as a part one of
maybe a two or three parts..
Hawaii by Harold Cosgrove (14 min)
The video opens with a plane flying to Hawaii.
The cruise is a seven-day trip around the
islands of Hawaii. The first night was a luau
with various styles of Hawaiian dancers. We
see views of the ship at night. One of the activities available to do is to learn how to make
flower leis. We cruise on, meeting other ships
on the river, investigating fern grottos and visiting an active volcano called Lilowea.
At Maui, we visit a tropical plantation with
delicious fruits and coffee beans and unusual
flowers
Lalainatown is steeped in the deep history of
Hawaii. The travelers are treated to another
luau and afterwards the travelers view a celebrated show of singing, dancing and even a
fire dance. On the ocean, the group enjoyed
a wild dolphin sight seeing tour and visited
beautiful living coral beds and brightly colored fish
Well another Video Club meeting has been
successfully finished. Everyone keep safe and
drive carefully and hope we will see all of you
in February

Fred can’t wait to get his hands on the projector Jon is
selling before Carolyn finds out.

Jim Small tells Paula Cutulle to put all her chips in.
Oh....too late. Carolyn found out. The answer is NO!!

Miro Kantarsky notices that Rick Doelle got clocked.

Your Old Video Productions
They may be gathering dust, but we'd love to
see them. If you have any of your video productions that are greater than 20 years old,
bring them in and show them at a club meeting. Make sure they are playable on the club's
system: either DVD, Blue-ray, or on a
memory stick.

After all these years John Cook & George Gerula
still can’t cross their legs in sync.

Jim Small doesn’t believe Harold Cosgrove when he tells
him Carnival Cruises are better than Viking cruises
Ray Bayliss tests the strength of Iron Fred Briggs

Brenda Bayliss congratulates Carolyn Briggs on
winning the 50/50 draw.
Original lost footage of Nate Brooks as Luke Skywalker with an early version of R2D2. Help me Obi Wan
Kenobi, you’re my only hope.
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